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ABSTRACT: Aitcrlll noise is . major CII'I oW [Due of 10 people 1ivinl cloo.e10 ai'J'OfU_~n.l
lhousandhouoe,are , it\LIlcdon1&nd near SydneyKingsfoniSmith airponwhichisllOlcomldet-edouitabl c forncw
~dentia1development due .o high . ilall Anoise clpOIUl'C.Airaaft noise mh>ctiofl provided by u isting bouoes near
the Sydney airpon hu b«n lnflMed and Iypic&ldati i. presented. Acouolic upgrading measures 'hat can bc
lItule rta..krn to impravc lbe a irctllll noi.se insulationofhouac,are describcd lnfonna liOllon typ ical cOMSOr ICOU<t;c
uparad ioSme&sure,i• • b o given

l. I NTRODUCTIO :"'I
Environmenll.lissues,of which /'IOillC;. 1 majorone, arelikely
IOplacc:l ignificant colUtra iolll!o thc future development and
expansion of airpon s around the world., well asin Australia
On the other hand, the need to increase the capacity of exisling
airpon s isbecomi ngacute as air lTavel by jet aircra ft forb oth
bosi ne" and leisure activitie s has become a routine part of
modem societies . The factors Ihat will contribute 10 increase
in air travel in Ausual ia include : grow1h in tourism, incre a.~i ng

intqration of the Australian economy with emerging global
markets and red uetions in real airfares due lO0;:0mpetition and
market deregulation. Figur e I shows forecas ts of total
passenger movements and total aircraft movements made by
the Federal Airport s Corporation in 1993 for Syd ney' s
Kini sford Smith airpo rt up to the year 201 1- 20 12.

figunI. ForecIl510flolalp.... enll.er movernenlSand total . ir
cnIftmO"rnJenlSforSydncy 's KingsfordSrnith .;rport
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"'lti le the general economy benefits from i rowth in the
numberof air pas~gers,forpeopleliving llCartheairpon il

can mean a greater degree of aircraft noise annoyance
Georgio u 11] has estimated that, in 1990 , approximately 0.2%
of the Austra lian populat ion were «posed to A1'o"EF greater
than 30 and 0.7% were expos ed 10 ANEF greate r than 25

The jet ai e comm enced in 1955 when Boeing 707 and
Douglas DCS aircraft atarted oomm e«:ia l mihtS. Their
maximwn A·weiShted SOUIId levels were typically about 20
dB(A) higher Ihan the prope ller-type aircra ft that they
replaced , lnearlyjet engi nes, thenoiscwucontrolled by
multip le, corrugated nozzle-based devices wltich shifted much
of the sound enCTiYto higher frequencies, bUIfor each dB of
noise reduction with such devices abou t 1% thrust loss
occurred, which is a signifi cant performance penal ty. Furth er
research led to the so-called low-bypass jet engines which
improved the thrust perfonnance and lowered the full-power
jet noise during take-offs, but al the expense of increase in
noise during landings. In the 1970s, a lI'lOVe lO high.bypass
ratio aod advances in materia ls and engine cooli ng
technologies led 10 significantly quieter aircra ft. This led the
Federal Aviation Adminis trat ion in the United States to
introduce new lower nois e limits, calle d Stage 3 limits, for
type certifi cation of new aircraft . The earlier noisier limits
were called Stage 2 limits , and limits for older unregu lated
aircral\ were designa ted Staie 1 limi ts. Similar limits were
developed by Internati onal Civil Aviation Organization and
an: publi ~hed in its Annex 16 of ,,"ovember 19S5.

King~ford Smith airport in Sydne y began operatio ns in
1919 and liver the pa~t 30 years questions about its capacity 10
meet the needs of the Sydney regio n have been raised from
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time to time. The idea to construct a third runway at the
Sydney airport was first proposed in the 1960s but was
rejected in favourofa second airport in the 1970s.Thedelays
for aircraft landings and take-offs became much worse in the
1980s and eventually in 1989 it was decided that a third
runway, parallel to the existing N-S runway, be buill. This
third runway is now operational at the Sydney airport. The
use of the E-W runway was restricted under the previous
Government, but this policy was overturned by the present
Government and a new policy that utilises all three available
runways with an aim to spread and share the aircraft noise
burden was adopted.

2. AIRCRAFT NOISE
Aircraft noise can vary depending on the aircraft type, engine
type, aircraft weight, loading factor, landing or take-off mode
and engine speed, and can exhibit directional patterns. Even a
particular type of aircraft can be equipped with different
engines or different models of the same engine. The aircraft
pilot may have to choose different engine thrust to achieve
critical airspeed in the runway length available and because
not all aircraft take-off precisely from the same point on the
ground, the height attained by an individual aircraft (and thus
noise level) at a given location can vary. The propagation of
sound waves from the aircraft to an observer on the ground
can be affected by meteorological factors such as
temperature, humidity, wind velocity and turbulence.
Atmospheric turbulence should not affect the long-term
average aircraft noise levels received at a given site but will
cause fluctuations at shorter time scales due to scattering of
sound waves especially at low frequencies.

Aircraft noise differs from road traffic noise in that the
differenceinnoiselevelsbetweenthefrontyardandbackyard
can be as much as 20 dB(A) for traffic noise but for aircraft
noise, little difference exists [2]. In jet engines the turbulent
jets act as aerodynamic quadrupoles with radiated sound
power that varies as the 8th power of the jet velocity. In
propeller-type aircraft the propeller itself is the most
important source of noise and, fora given thrust, the noise is
a function of blade tip speed and consists of peaks at the
fundamental blade pass frequency and its harmonics. These
days propeller aircraft form a small proportion of the
commercial fleet and generally aircraft with a capacity of
more than 100 passengers have jet engines.

Many single number noise descriptors have emerged over
the years for describing aircraft noise, usualIy they are related
to the maximum A-weighted sound pressure level, LAmax' The
advantage of using LAmaJ< is that it is easily measured and

understood, but it does not take into account the duration of
the noise event or the rate of occurrence of noise intrusions.
Time-integrated descriptors such as sound exposure level,
LAX' which integrates the sound energy present during the

entire noise event can be used to include the duration factor.
To ensure that integratiort time is sufficiently long for
achieving a measurement accuracy of 0.1 dB, one has to
integrate down to 20 dB below the maximum value during
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which signal-to-noise ratio problems might be encountered.
To estimate LAX from LAmaJ< for aircraft noise, the folIowing
approximate relation [3] that incorporates a duration
correction can be used:

LAX= LAmaJ< + 10 10glO (t/2)

where t is the time in seconds between the 10 dB downpoints
from the peak level.

The day-night sound level, Ldn, is used in the United States

and is basicalIyLAeqbut includes a 10 dB penalty for noise

levels that occur at night between 10.00 p.m. and 7.00 a.m. If
no noisy operations occur during the night penalty hours, the
Ldn becomes LAeq,24h.' For commercial aircraft, the Ldn and

LAmaxareapproximately related by:

LAmax= Ldn +20

For aircraft noise certification, a complexly derived
number called effective perceived noise level, LEPN , is used

that expresses the noise annoyance caused by a single aircraft
flyover at a given location. The LEPN is determined by

weighting the 24 one-third octave band levels between 50Hz
and 10,000 Hz in accordance with equal noisiness contours
and then summing their values using a prescribed procedure
which has alIowance for tones as well as duration. The LAmaJ<
values are lower than LEPN values but the precise difference

between the two will depend on the spectrum involved.
AlthoughLEPN is a good measure of aircraft noisiness and is

used for the certification of new aircraft, it is seldom used for
setting noise level limits or noise leve1restrictions because of
its complexity.

The loudness, described by the A-weighted sound pressure
level, is not an adequate or sufficient attribute for subjective
annoyance. The loudness does not include the duration, and
the longer the duration, the more unacceptable and annoying
the noise is likely to be. Furthermore, noise-induced
annoyance includes both acoustic and non-acoustic factors.
Loudness increases monotonicalIywith levels but annoyance
is not directly proportional to the absolute level of the noise,
as can be gauged by the annoyance from a dripping tap. Non
acoustic factors include: adaptation, personality
characteristics, predicability of noise, involvement with or
economic dependence on the operation of noise source,
apparent necessity of noise intrusions and socio-economic
levels of individuals. Presence at home during the day and/or
during the weekend also affects annoyance and persons
always at home are likely to be more annoyed by noise
intrusion into the house. If non-acoustic factors control the
annoyance response, the degree of annoyance may not change
in direct proportion to the reduction in noise exposure. As the
noise is reduced to sufficiently low value, the annoyance
curve becomes asymptotic, suggesting that a small percentage
of people are very sensitive to noises and find them annoying
even at low levels. Annoyance can, therefore, be only
described in a statistical sense and a number of indices for
predicting noise annoyance have been proposed, these are
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ofte n based on regre ssion analysis of data seta generated from
communitysUTVey1.TItecorrelationbetweennoise exposure
and annoyanc e in individuals is, however, generally low and
correla tion coe fficients of about 0.4--0.5 are common.

Fidcll etal. 14] carried out a revi ew ofa larger nwnberof
social surveys on noise annoyanc e and updated the earlier
work of Schultz [5] on commun ity annoyance from
tnmsportationnoise. Their data and the least-square quadratic
fit is shown in Figure 2 to illustrate the large scatter that is
observed in such surveys. The best-fit equation expressing the
percentage highly annoyed rIO HA) as a function of Ldn is
given by:

% HA = 0.0360Ldn - 3.2645 Loll> + 78.9181

It should be mentioned that the equat ion is for general
transportation noise and not for aircraft noise only. It Is
possible that by excludi ng data from other transportation
noise sources, a different best-fit curve couldresult.

,.. , .
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figur e 2. Retations hipbetween percentage highly annoyed and

Ldnbasedoncommunity surveysentranspertationncise(after
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3, AIRCRAF T NOISE AND BUILDINGS
Aircraft noise as heard on the ground is transient and
intermittent, with levels that first rise. reach a maximum and
then fall. Field measurements near the Sydney airport indicate
that typica l aircraft noise reduction (ANR) fer the bedrooms
of houses with open windows is about 10- 15 dB{A). Fer
interm ittent noise, interference with low-level conversation is
not likely to become noticeable if the noise level at the
listener's ear is less than 50 dB(A) [6]. The guidelines in the
Australian Standard 202 1- 1994 [7] for the construc tion of
houses exposed to aircraft noise suggest that design indoor
sound levels for sleeping and relaxing areas be taken as 50
dB(A) for the purpose of determining the level of ANR
required. TItus, internal sound levels for houses with open
windows are likely to exceed recomme nded values if they are
exposed to aircraft nois e levels in excess of 65 dB(A) .
Because aircraft noise levels in excess of 65 dB(A) are
C()I1lJ11on, it follows that lifestyle or building designs that call
for open -window living cannot offer a satisfactory acoustic
environment for locations near the airport.

ACOl)SlicsAust ra lia

for land useplanning purposes and to defioe noise impact
zone boundaries, it is convenient to draw contours using the
ANEF concept described in AS 2021-1994. The ANEF
contours around the Sydney airport adopted by the Federal
Government for the aircraft noise insulation project are plotted
in Figure3.A numberofasswnptions on the future mix (number
and type) of aircraft. flight paths, number of night-time
operations and sound propagation conditions have to be madcto
arrive at the ANEF contours, and the,ir accuracywill obviously
depend on the accurac y of the under lying assumpti ons
According to AS 2021-1994 recommendations, land situated in
tbezonegreaterlhan ANEF 25 is not considered suitable for
new residentialdevelopment, but in the case of Sydney airpol't,
it is estimated that awrox.imately 4200 dwellingsare situated in
the ANEF 30-40 zone and aboul16,OOO are situated in the
ANEF 25-40 zone. There wereapproximate ly 150 houses in the
ANEF 40+ zone, but the government has offered to purchase
these houses from the owners.

To determine the aircraft nois e exposure ofa given site,
AS 2021-1994 states that one must use the long·term
arithmetically averaged maximum airc raft noise levels
provided in tabular form in the Standard. The use offield
measurements ,unlesa carried out over sufficiently long time
to obtai n an accurate long-term average, risks the possibility
that short-term measurements may not be indicative of the
long-term average, as noise levels from individ ual aircraft can
vary due to several factors as discussed earlier in Section 2.
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When using AS 2021-1994, one finds instances where
improvements to the standard could be made and these
include:

The standard does not provide any information on the
typical accuracy that could be expected from the tabulated
noise levels for different aircraft types. Aircraft noise
prediction models typically yield values that can vary by
about 3 dB(A) from the measured values.
The indoor design sound levels in Table 3.3 for houses and
flats are divided into two categories only and there has
been confusion/conflict in the interpretation or intentions
of the standard as far as various internal spacesofahouse
are concerned.
The method in the standard is based on calculations that
have to be carried out on a room-by-roombasis. During
the aircraft noise insulation project, it was found that many
householderspreferaperimeterinsulationapproach,and
alternative guidelines for achieving recommended internal
levels by building an effective acoustically shielded
perimeter would be useful.
For the Boeing 747 aircraft type, which is the noisiest
aircraft type (excluding aircraft that are to be phased out),
the tabulated data is for series 200 only. It would be
desirable if the standard mentioned whether these levels
also apply to other commonly used series such as series
300andseries400,otherwiseseparatetablesforthese
series are needed. Furthermore, as the noise levels
received at a point on the ground, especially during take
off, can be affected by the loading factor, it would be
useful if the standard stated whether the levels are based
onlight,moderateorfullyloadingconditionorarethe
long-term average over all loading conditions.
The standard provides numbers for the mean value only
and does not provide any indications of the shape of the
distribution curve around the mean. By evaluating a large
number of measured data at distances up to 12 km, Meyer
[8] of Germany was able to determine a statistical
distribution function that yielded the rate of occurrence of
certain maximum levels expected from a large number of
aircraft passing over a given point. The distribution
function was calculated by Meyer around the
logarithmically averaged values, which can be slightly
different from the arithmatically averaged values
recommended and tabulated for use in AS 2021-1994.
The distribution function is as follows:

If x is the difference between the individual value LAmax
and the logarithmically averaged value LAm,,' then the number
n of aircraft exceeding a maximum noise level LAmax =

LAma> + X out of N aircraft of the same type, assuming that the
maximum levels that are 10 dB(A) above and are more than 6
dB(A) below that mean value LAma> do not occur, is given by:

for--6sxs-D.5

!!...=OA04408-0.28747x-0.21019x2-O.083947x3

N -0.015333x4-0.0010509x5
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andfor-D.ssxsl0

i--1.005 - JzpJ~_u
2

/2 du

whereu=(x+0.5)/3.

It can be shown from the integral that the exceedance
percentage for +3 dB(A) is 12.6%, for +4 dB(A) is 7.2% and
for +5 dB(A) is 3.9%.

Caution is needed when using this distribution function as
a universal function because the exact nature of the
distribution around a specific airport may be dependent on the
flight path patterns and other site-specific factors, but it does
indicate that about 4% of the flyovers can generate levels that
are 5 dB(A) above the logarithmically averaged value.

4. EXISTING AIRCRAFT NOISE
REDUCTION (ANR) OF HOUSES

The results of the measurements of ANR provided by 20 houses
situated in Sydenhamnear the Sydney airport are shown in Table
1. A typical house in Sydenham is of single-storey brick
constructionof about 100m 2 floor area with a pitched tile roof in
the frontand a skillionmetal-cladroofat the rear.The houseswere
occupied and furnished with normal furnishings at the time of
measurements,and measurements were made with windows and
doors closed.The external aircraft noise levels were measured by
a Bruel and Kjaer outdoor microphone unit type 4184 connected
to a Bruel and Kjaer real-time frequency analyser type 2143. The
internal noise levels were measured at three locations (main
bedroom, livingroom and kitchen) using Bruel and Kjaer's sound
levelanalysers type 2260 and a precision integrating sound level
meter type 2230 connected to Bruel and Kjaer sound level
recorderstype2317.A-weightedsoundpressurelevelsusing'S'
time-weighting characteristic were measured at a microphone
height of 1.2m. The difference between the external and internal
maximum A-weighted sound pressure levels during an aircraft
flyover, averaged for typically about ten aircraft flyovers, was
taken as the ANR of the area monitored.

TABLE 1

Typical ANR for houses near Sydney airport
S.N. Main bedroom Living room Kitchen/dining

I 32 25 25
2 35 24 21
3 28 31 27
4 25 28 28
5 30 30 24
6 27 28 23
7 27 25 20
8 31 25 21
9 34 24 16

10 28 29 23
11 31 28 20
12 29 27 18
13 26 29 29
14 35 31 28
15 36 28 22
16 23 31 29
17 24 22 14
18 32 32 32
19 33 23 23
20 30 30 36
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Figure4. Soundtransmissionloss of 7 mm (laminated)and 5
mmdouble-glazing.

The typical STC range for a pitched roof/ceiling
construction or metal-based roof/ceiling system is 33-35. By
adding fibrous thermal insulation material such as batts or
blanket, the sound insulation of the roof/ceiling construction
can be improved, but further increases are necessary to reduce
aircraft noise impact. One upgrading method is to add an
additional layer or layers of plasterboard or rigid timber board
on top of the ceiling joists after installing sound-absorptive
material in the cavity between the joists. This method imposes
significant practical difficulties and cost penalty and can

The next weakest links in a house are likely to be windows.
In many houses near the Sydney airport, the existing windows
are double-hung with no seals and generally cannot be
replaced because of issues mentioned earlier. One can improve
their acoustic performance slightly by adding seals. For extra
cost,onecanincreaseexistingglassthicknessfrom3mmt05
mm (existing frames usually can't take higher thickness). New
secondary windows are still necessary and can be installed
behind existing windows without affecting street appearance.
For domestic-type windows, the practical limits for glass
thickness are 6-10 nun for float glass or approximate
equivalent if laminated glass is used. The acoustic benefit of
secondary glazing will depend not only on the glass thickness
but also on the airspace between the panes. The minimum
airspace recommended for acoustic applications is generally
100 mm and often the minimum airspace has to be adopted
during sound insulation upgrading work because of small
room size of houses near the Sydney airport and the need to
minimise intrusion into the room as well as for aesthetic
reasons. Doubling the airspace typically increases the STCby
3 and it can also improve the low frequency performance, as
can be seen from laboratory STL measurements carried out at
the CSIRO-DBCE North Ryde laboratory on 7 nun laminated
glazing (3/1/3 mm)and5 nun glazing at different airspaces
(Figure 4). Further small increases in sound insulation can be
achieved by adding sound-absorption in the window reveals. It
should be mentioned that the overall noise reduction provided
by a window system is governed by the window type and size,
window seals, window frame, method used for glass mounting
and of course installation details.

5. ACOUSTIC INSULATION TREATMENTS
When anew house is to be built in an area affected by aircraft
noise, usually there is a greater degree of flexibility in the
choice of materials and design, but for existing dwellings the
choice maybe limited because of the construction materials
and design features that already exist. There are four
competing issues that require consideration when acoustic
upgrading measures for existing houses to improve their
sound insulation characteristics are being planned. These are:

• Acoustic issues - from an acoustic viewpoint, the
upgrading work should start at the acoustically weakest
component or element and then progress towards the next
weakest link and so on. The relative areas of the building
elements and the balanced construction concept (i.e.
elements transmit equal amount of sound energy) should
be kept in mind at all times.

• Cost issues - not only the cost in absolute terms but also
the additional cost versus incremental benefit can be an
important issue, especially if a large-scale sound insulation
project is being considered.

• Practicability issues-this covers issues such as the need
to minimise any impact on the functional use of the
internal space and requirements for major structural
alterations.

• Acceptabilitytooccupantsandlocalcouncils-proposed
acoustic upgrading measures that are not aesthetically
pleasing or are cumbersome to use are likely to be
unacceptable to the occupants. Local Councils may not
approve of changes that affect the heritage value,
streetscape, or general appearance ofahouse, and will
certainly not approve alterations that do not comply with
relevant building codes and regulations.

The weakest links in a house are the gaps, openings and
vents exposed to outside. These have to be identified and
appropriately closed. The external doors (both front and back)
should at least be upgraded to solid-core with perimeter seals
and, in high noise exposure situations, one may have to use
sound-rated doors. Existing fireplaces can be made airtight
and,ifnotused, can be sealed. The need for timber floors to
breathe means that in such houses the subfloorareacannotbe
sealed,however,adequateamountsofsubfloorventilationcan
be provided with noise-attenuated vents built using the lined
duct principles.

It can be seen from Table I that the ANR for bedrooms
with windows closed is substantially higher than typical ANR
with windows open, suggesting that one thing the occupants
can do themselves to reduce the aircraft noise impact is to
close the windows and doors, if practicable and convenient.

The individual ANR values for the main bedroom of the 20
houses range from 23 dB(A) to 36 dB(A); forunfumished rooms
the expected ANR would be somewhat lower than these values
because of the absence of sound absorption. Kitchen/dining
areas tend to have acoustically hard surfaces and generally also
have openings for the removal of odours and fumes, and thus
their ANR is frequently lower than the bedrooms.
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involve structural upgrading. An alternative method in which
one or two layers ofloadedvinylmaterial (such as Wavebar or
Acoustiflex) of mass/area in the range 4-8 kg/m! are installed
on top of the ceiling joists by overlapping sheets and taping,
has been used for houses near the Sydney airport. Additional
mass/area of about 12 kg/m? can be easily added to the
existing roof/ceiling of houses, but some structural
strengthening may be necessary if higher values are used.

Ideally one would like to compare the STL versus
frequency curve for complete roof/ceiling systems as
modified by additional plasterboard and as modified by
additional loaded vinyl, but in the absence of such data, one
may make an approximate comparison by examining the STC
for a layer oflO mm plasterboard and a layerof4 kg/m
loaded vinyl, keeping in mind the limitations of single
number STC ratings. TYPicallya layer of 10 mm plasterboard
yields an STC of about 26-27 and, according to
manufacturers' data sheets, the STCs of 4 kg/m? Wavebar and
Acoustiflex are 26 and 25 respectively. Measurements made at
the RMIT laboratory in Melbourne on 4 kg/m? Wavebar by
installing the material in a steel frame comprising 64 mm steel
studs at 600 mm centres, however, yielded an STC rating of
23. Changing the plasterboard thickness to 13 mm or
changing the mass/area of loaded vinyl to 6kglm2is likely to
addabout20r3totheSTCratings.

For brick houses, considering the level of sound insulation
of windows and roof/ceilings, after the upgrading treatment
described above, the walls can be left untreated. On the other
hand, walls of lightweight construction will require upgrading
if they are not to become the weak link. Measures that can be
undertaken for upgrading such walls include conversion to
brick-veneer or improvements made by adding cavity
absorption and additional mass in the form of layers of
plasterboard or loaded vinyl. If sufficient internal space is
available, the layers can be added internally by fixing timber
battens to existing lining. Exposed timber floors can be
upgraded by constructing a brick perimeter enclosure with
sufficient vents (noise attenuated, if necessary) to allow the
floor to breathe.

For the aircraft noise insulation project, the owners have
been given some flexibility and choice in deciding on the
acoustic treatments adopted for their houses. For example, an
owner may prefer sliding windows instead of casement
windows or may choose to leave a particular area untreated.
As a result, the actual ANR achieved may be slightly less than
the optimum possible value.

Finally, it should be mentioned that after the acoustic
insulation work has been carried out on a house, some form of
mechanical ventilation will become necessary for the well
being of occupants. Such systems have been installed in all
houses that have been sound insulated near the Sydney
airport. When offered a choice between reverse-cycle air
conditioning and other forms of mechanical ventilation
system, the owners showed a clear preference for air
conditioning. Proper design and careful installation of such
systems is necessary to prevent them becoming a source of
unnecessary noise nuisance.
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6. COST OF INSULATION TREATMENT
For an initial group of about 200 houses acoustically insulated
intheSydenhamarea,thetypicalacousticupgradecostshave
averaged almost $37,000 per house. Of this amount, provision
of reverse-cycle air-conditioning averages about
$9000-10,000. These relatively high air-conditioning costs
reflect standards above those common in domestic
installations. In particular, the units have been customised for
the project to be concealed in the roof space wherever possible
and to shut down in the event of smoke detection; they are
designed to deliver adequate fresh air necessary due to the
sealed nature ofan acoustically insulated house; they are built
to be highly economical in operation; and they comply with
property boundary noise constraints. Typical costs for the
treatment of building elements are about $300Q-4000 for
closing gaps, vents and installing or replacing doors/door
seals, about $1300 per window for the sealing of existing
window and the installation of secondary window, and about
$90-105 per ms for installing a layer of sound absorptive
material plus two layers of 6 kg/rn- Ioaded vinyl in the
roof/ceiling space.

7. IMPROVEMENT AFTER TREATMENT
Measurements made on brick houses after the acoustic
upgrading treatment work described above, suggest that
typically it is possible to achieve an ANR of about 40 dB(A) in
the bedrooms. The actual ANR achieved will vary from house
to house depending on several factors, including the amount of
absorption present in the room concerned. The improvement in
ANR for a particular house will depend on the initial ANR
before acoustic treatment and for houses with relatively high
initial ANR, the additional improvement expected should be
smaller. The before and after ANR measurement results for the
main bedroom of ten occupied houses which were monitored
after acoustic treatment by commercial builders without
specialist knowledge of acoustics are shown in Table 2. For
houseS.N.10inTables 1 and2,themainbedroombefore
treatment refers to bedroom 2, as the front main bedroom
(bedroom I) was being used as a home office, but the after
treatment ANR was measured in bedroom I.

TABLE 2

The ANR of main bedrooms of houses before and after
acoustic treatment

S.N. ANR of main bedroom, dB(A)

Before treatment After treatment

1 32 41
2 35 39
3 28 36
4 30 42
5 33 40
6 32 46
7 35 39
8 36 44
9 27 43

10 28 40
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The fina l ANR of areu othcr than bedrooms will depe nd
on the extent of the acoustic upgrading work unde rtaken for
these room s or spaces . If ecrne areas au not treated, the
possibility of sound entry via these areas to the trea ted areas
should not be overlooked and should be prevented as mucb as
practica ble.

In timbcrhousci . unle u the external walls are upgrad ed 10
a ma sonry-typc eonstnlcl ion,.ueh u by conversion lObrick
veneer. an ANR as high as 40 should nOI be expected.
However, the ANR of t imbe r houses before acoustic
uPif&dinlltrea tmcmean beabout the aamc:as for brick houses
beca usc the overall sound insulalionisgenenlly contro l1edby
the gaps, openings, windowJand doon rather than !be walls
of lhc oousc .

8, COl"CLUSION
There are sevenl thousan d houses ncar Sydney 's Kingsford
Smith airpo rt that are located in ANEF ZOIlC S not conside red
suitabi efOl"llCWresidcnti alconstrueti oniftheerilerionofthe
Australian Standard 2021-1994 is used. The majority of
rcsidcn u of thcse hO IlKS are likely to be highly anooyed by
noise because of the exposure to high levels of aircraft noise.
The aircraft noise reduction (ANR) provided for occupied
houses near Sydney airporthu b«n messured bothbcforc
and after undertaking aecusnc upgrading measuresand the
results indica te that, for brick house s,typieally an ANRof
abou t 40 can be achieved forbcdrooms by carrying out the
measures described in thil papcr. Some fOlTll of mechanical
ventilation system is neccssary afte r the acous lic upgrading

wort has been done, and the house owners have clearfy
preferred air-condil ioning systems rather than other types of
mechanical ventilation. Typical cos ts in 1996 dollars for
carrying 0111 the acoustic insulalion work for the hOli SCS by
licensed comme rcial builders arc given in Section 6.
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